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Editorial 
A hundred years ago European men who hunted large wild mammals were regarded by 
society as epitomising the essence of being men among men and were called great white 
hunters.  At the same time European men who indulged in collecting butterflies were 
parodied by society as senile old men in pith hats.  Of course, neither of these societal views 
has much semblence to reality; some hunters were arrogant, bombastic fools, while many 
butterfly collectors were serious young men (if often somewhat eccentric).  Unfortunately, 
it is often the warped perceptions of the man-in-the-street that determine social mores and a 
nation’s laws, rather than reality. 
 What are the social perceptions at the dawn of the 21st Century with respect to 
hunting and butterfly collecting?  Big-game hunting is thought by most to be barbarous and 
inhumane, butterfly collecting as cruel and inimical to the survival of butterflies.  Slowly 
but surely public opinion is being moulded to regard the behaviour of hunters and butterfly 
collectors as ‘anti-social’.  From this social perception legislation surely follows, making it 
harder and harder for individuals wishing to pursue their pastime/passion. 
 The hunting fraternity is being attacked, at present, for practising ‘canned 
hunting’.  I wager that it will not be too long before vocal animal rightists outrightly 
condemn hunting as the wanton slaughter, merely for sport, of animals which, in their view, 
also have a ‘right to life’.  It may well come to the point where ‘society’ equates sport 
hunting with murder!  I am glad that I do not find myself in a position to have to defend 
sport hunting. 

Butterfly collectors, on the other hand, are criticised for endangering the continued 
existence of ALL butterflies by their activities.  Many lay people have told me that they have 
noticed a gradual decline in the numbers of butterflies over the years and that collectors are 
responsible.  The scary thing is that they are not trying to kid me.  Calm rationality in issues 
such as this is not, however, the wont of the ordinary man.  When you try to explain the role 
of accelerating habitat alteration and destruction occasioned by exploding human 
populations and rampant consumerism all you get is a blank stare of incomprehension.  The 
simple fact is that butterfly collectors are easy targets as scapegoats, and legislators are only 
too ready to woo an ignorant public.  It is easy (and popular) to nail the collector, very 
difficult (and politically unthinkable) to reverse overpopulation and overconsumption. 

What are we to do in the face of this irrational juggernaut?  You can explain, until 
you are blue in the face, the vital role that collectors play in conserving butterflies.  You can 
point out what LepSoc has done on a practical level, beginning with Ruimsig and ending 
with Brenton and Coega.  All of this will fall on deaf ears.  In my next editorial I wish to 
propose some measures that I think may be taken.  In the meantime – think about the issue 
and let me know what YOU think. 
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Book review: ‘Hazards of Butterfly Collecting’ by 
Torben B. Larsen 
 
Review by Steve Woodhall 
 
 
It was with anticipation that I heard of the publication of this book.  Regular readers 
of Metamorphosis will remember the occasional Hazards occurring in our journal.   
The Entomologists Record and Journal of Variation has been fortunate enough to 
have published many episodes of this long story.  Now they have been collected 
and published as a whole. 

Torben has been described as the “Indiana Jones of butterfly collectors” 
and those who have read his articles can attest to this.  “We are going to shoot you, 
Sir” is a good example of this.  Only Torben could find himself in the middle of 
the Biafran War, wearing takkies just like a Nigerian soldier, and be accused of 
being a spy.  I know Simon van Noort had a similar hairy experience in the Central 
African Republic a couple of years ago, but Torben wrote about his, and wittily, 
too. 

He’s even pre-empted any smartass comment I could make as a reviewer; 
on the inside front cover there are some quotes from reviews of “an earlier version 
of this book”.  I couldn’t quite figure out which were real and which were Torben 
pulling my leg.  I had a good laugh… if you want to read them, buy the book! 

There’s a rather sad theme that runs through Hazards.  At the beginning 
Torben writes about the spots he collected in, as a boy.  Later on he recalls going 
back and seeing devastation or even total eradication of some of the localities.  I’ve 
just finished reading Margaret Fountaine’s edited diaries.  She was a globetrotter 
just like Torben, but in another age – the Victorian age.  She writes about the 
pristine glory of South American rainforests.  In Hazards, Torben tells us how 
difficult it was, even several years ago, to even get to a rainforest in that continent.   
When he got there, he had a wonderful time – catching a Morpho in midriver, 
forsooth – but he made the point that the only future these places have is through 
ecotourism.  And there’s the rub – he has chronicled the world’s change from a 
glorious free place where you don’t know what to expect to see around the next 
corner, to… a zoo.  Samples of the habitats might be preserved, but no-one is free 
to wander around with a butterfly net any more, as he was.  Sic transit gloria 
mundi… 

It’s semi-autobiographical because the earlier chapters cover Torben’s 
boyhood in Denmark, then the adolescent trips to the Mediterranean, India, and all 
those marvelous trips to places like the Amazon, the Himalayas etc.  As a kid in 
England I dreamed about trips like these.  It’s great that someone like Torben was 
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able to do them and write them up for us less fortunate beings that probably won’t 
ever get the opportunity.  And he captures the joy and pain wonderfully.  Read his 
description of his first ever Papilio zalmoxis – reducing him to “adrenaline 
bolstered jelly”.  Doesn’t that exactly describe the feeling you get when faced with 
a “lifer”?  And you wince with him when you read about the mouse that ate the 
specimen before he could even set it. 

Torben finishes off with some sketches of the human characters he’s met 
during his years of lepidopterising.  I’ve found over the years that people 
(including, or perhaps especially lepidopterists) are often just as rewarding 
organisms to study as insects, and so, evidently, has Torben.  The story of 
Velupillai, Papilio crino and the Station Master is priceless… 

If you are a butterfly person of any type, this is one book you have to buy. 
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Kokstad visit for Dira oxylus and discovery of soil 
scientists 
 
Owen Garvie 
 
On 22 January 2006, Steve Woodhall , Quentin Austin and I were on a butterfly 
trip to Kokstad in southern KwaZulu-Natal to look for Dira oxylus.  This large 
satyrid hatches in large numbers from late January to March and is a glorious sight 
in the early morning sunlight as it glides over green grassy hillsides in selected 
spots, where it breeds on wiry grasses (Poaceae).  Unlike most other butterflies, it 
flies in the cool of the morning, sheltering in the shade of large rocks and bushes 
by midday to escape the heat of the day.  We left Gillitts early (06:00) and arrived 
by 08:30 and visited a well-known locality on the grassy slopes near the Kokstad 
prison, but there was no sign of the butterfly. 
 Steve Woodhall contacted Chris Fey, a member of LEPSOC, who runs a 
large dairy farm near Kokstad, as D. oxylus is reported to fly on his farm.  We were 
warmly received by Chris, who immediately took time out from his busy day and 
showed us two areas on his farm where the butterfly flies and breeds on 
Merxmuellera grass.  Chris thought we were too early, as he remembers that it 
emerges in late February – early March. 

He also mentioned that it is traditional practice amongst the Pondo 
peoples of the Transkei to annually cut the wiry merxmuellera grass (in April) to 
make grass brooms and brushes.  Once cut, the young shoots of the grass tufts 
become edible to cattle, and if goats are allowed to feed in these areas the cut grass 
can be destroyed and eradicated. Sadly, this traditional practice is placing the 
survival of Dira oxylus at risk, and as many areas with this unique habitat in the 
Transkei have already been destroyed, the Pondo people are now requesting  
permission from land owners to cut this grass in southern KwaZulu-Natal. 

After an hour or two of searching we gave up.  Once again, no sight of the 
butterfly, but noted a few specimens of Lepidochrysops asteris flying on a grassy 
slope dotted with many bushes of their foodplant Selago serrata and Becium 
burchellianum. 

While we were lepidising, a group of soil scientists (pedologists) were 
busy undertaking soil classification studies on Chris’s farm and we were invited to 
join them at midday for a picnic lunch under shady trees at the foot of hills formed 
by the Insizwa igneous intrusive formation at the southern perimeter of the farm.  
A delightful meal and interesting discussion took place between two groups of 
specialists. 
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We explained how LEPSOC is involved in several butterfly projects i.e. 
Brenton blue and the wider Orachrysops project managed by Dave Edge, the Dira 
project in KZN managed by Dr. Adrian Armstrong, and the Chrysoritis aureus 
project researched by Reinier Terblanche, Graham Henning and Peter Roos, etc. 
WE indicated the importance of obtaining information about the soils at each 
butterfly site.  The pedologists were interested in testing their theories of soil 
classification methodologies and there was an interesting sharing of ideas and 
concepts.  Dr. Dave Turner* (Division Manager of Pedology & Soil Mineralogy) 
explained that  the ARC-Institute for Soil, Climate and Water in Pretoria,  has much 
information about soil types, soil composition and their chemistry throughtout 
South Africa, and would be able to assist in providing any information that we 
require. 

It is amazing how, out of a fruitless butterfly trip to Kokstad, we came away 
excited with the prospect that we had achieved much. 

1. We had made contact with soil scientists who could provide valuable 
information which may assist researchers and conservationists to 
understand why a particular butterfly species favours the southern slope 
of a small ridge, but is absent in many other localities even though these 
appear to be identical to their chosen spot. 

2. We came away having made contact with Chris Fey, who was most 
helpful towards us and was excited by our surprise visit, and promised to 
keep in touch and inform us of the emergence of Dira oxylus, so we can 
get to know more about this intriguing and beautiful butterfly, otherwise 
known as the Pondoland Widow. 

 
* Contact details of Dr. Dave. P. Turner – Division Manager: Pedology & Soil 
Mineralogy, Private Bag X79, Pretoria, 0001, South Africa. Tel No. +27 (0) 12 
310-2597  Fax +27(0)12 323-1157 E-mail: dturner@arc.argric.za   
Web:www.arc-iscw.agric.za 
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Two Dira’s in two days – 1000 kilometres apart 
 
Owen Garvie 
 
Dira oxylus 
 
Steve Woodhall and I, as recounted in the previous article above, had visited the 
Kokstad area in southern KwaZulu-Natal on 22 January 2006, but no Dira oxylus 
were flying.  However, a month later on 23 February, I needed to do some business 
in Howick and Pietermaritzburg in the midlands of KwaZulu-Natal.  That day was 
hot and humid and the countryside was emerald green in response to the abundant 
rain that had fallen.  I took the opportunity to drive to Kokstad some 700 km from 
Johannesburg to visit Chris and Thebe Fey who run the Mount Currie dairy on their 
beautiful farm called ‘Fisherman’s bend’.  The farm is a nature paradise, with many 
different bird species, including fish eagles, crowned cranes and many duck species 
roosting and nesting on the farm. 

Chris had phoned me on the previous Sunday and reported his first 
sighting of a freshly emerged Dira oxylus and I could not wait to observe this 
beautiful satyrid, which I had seen in small numbers many years previously at 
Morgan’s Bay, a coastal resort in the Eastern Cape Province, whilst on a family 
holiday in late March 1990. 

Chris and Thebe Fey offered me accommodation on the farm, which I 
gratefully accepted, and they wined and dined me superbly.  It rained hard during 
the night, with some 28 mm being recorded by Chris early the next morning.  I was 
worried that the butterflies would be damaged by such a downpour.  After a healthy 
breakfast, Chris accompanied me out to the hillside to show me where he had 
noticed about a dozen specimens flying the day before.  On arrival at 07:30 there 
was not a butterfly in sight, but once the thin high cloud, a residue of the storm 
from the night before, began to break up the sunshine peeped through, warming the 
wet grass, still glistening with rain drops. 

After a few minutes of sunshine a cloud of large brown butterflies rose 
out of the grass and, in unison, started fluttering just above the Ehrharta erecta 
grass tufts.  What an amazing sight to see this active colony in full flight in the cool 
morning come alive!  As Chris and I stood there taking in this unforgettable sight 
we estimated about 500 freshly-emerged specimens were seen flying up and down 
the south-facing grassy slope.  The males flutter slowly above the grass, purposely 
seeking the less active females, which spend much of their time deep in the 
undergrowth, laying eggs at the base of the grass tufts.  The females are slightly 
smaller than the males, with more rounded wings, and when flying display faint 
yellowish markings on the underside of their hind wings.  By comparison, the 
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males have darker chocolate-brown undersides and are particularly active, seldom 
settling on grass stems or visiting flowers.  The females preferred the lower part of 
the slope, while the males actively scanned the entire slope of the hill.  Chris was 
obviously passionate to protect the habitat and was pleased to see so many 
specimens flying as he was contemplating burning the hillside this winter, but has 
now decided against it.  Instead, he plans to graze cattle in the upper slope to reduce 
the growth of other grasses and open up the pasture and allow easy access of the 
females to the base of the wiry grass.  It was so rewarding for me to witness such 
a glorious sight, which will be with me for the rest of my life. 

I thanked Chris and Thebe for their kindness and returned to Johannesburg 
a happy lepidopterist, knowing that this locality is in good hands and is sensibly 
managed and cared for by one of our own LepSoc members, who has a deep interest 
in the butterfly. 
 
Dira jansei 
Early the next morning (24 February), 05:30 to be precise, Dave McDermott, 
accompanied by his two sons Mathew and Dustan, collected me and we were off 
to the Wolkberg some 300 km north of Johannesburg, near Polokowene, to search 
for Dira jansei in the Donkerkloof, high up in the mountains east of Chuniespoort.  
On arrival at 09:00 the weather was partly cloudy and already hot and quite humid.  
Dave spotted the first specimen fluttering in the grass on the edge of the road and 
before he could pull over Dustan, Mathew and I were out like jack rabbits 
scrambling for collecting gear from the rear of the vehicle.  We found Dira jansei 
plentiful, flying low on the grass-covered slopes of a youthful stream gulley in 
semi-shade under trees on the south-facing slope at 1480m. Males and females, in 
roughly equal numbers, were observed fluttering or flying slowly amongst thinly-
bladed greyish green grass patches or bushy, entangled undergrowth, preferring the 
shaded woodland in the gulley to the sunny hillsides.  I frequently observed males 
venture into the sunshine then immediately turn and head back into the shady 
gulley. 

The Secucuni shadefly (Coenyra rufiplaga), with its distinctive reddish-
striped underside was common, flying with D. jansei, also preferring the shaded 
wooded gulley.  A third satyrid, the Big-eye Brown (Paternympha loxophthalma) 
was also out in good numbers, but this butterfly is to be found on the sunny grassy 
slopes on the hillside and not in the shaded gulleys. 

These two days provided me with four primary experiences, but more 
importantly I realized the distinct and specialized habitats of two of our beautiful 
Dira’s, with oxylus seeking green grassy slopes, whilst jansei prefers shady, 
wooded gulleys.  Both species choose to fly early in the morning and seek shelter 
by midday, whilst most other butterflies are still actively enjoying the hotter part 
of the day. 
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Too much of a good thing – Wild Coast, March 19-28 
2005 
 
Steve Woodhall 
2 Madeleine Drive, Gillitts, KwaZulu-Natal 
 
 
Jayne and I celebrated our 25th wedding anniversary this year, and I asked her 
where she wanted to go away to mark the occasion. I was expecting ‘Egypt’ or 
‘Greece’ or something like that… but she said ‘Port St. Johns’!  She’d never been 
to good old PSJ and wanted to go see it after years of hearing my mates and me 
going on about it. 

Living here in KZN should be like a permanent butterfly collecting trip.   
From the day I was offered the transfer I’ve been imagining easy weekends to 
Zululand, lots of time to explore the South Coast etc.  Fat chance!  We had some 
good weather last November and December, and the good old Shongweni Delville 
Wood spot gave lots of sport to plenty of friends who came to visit.  But the rot set 
in just after New Year.  Quentin Austin and I had just been up to the ‘Berg for a 
third (yes THIRD!!!) unsuccessful stab at Neita lotenia.  On the way back, it started 
to rain.  And rain it did, all the way back to Gillitts.  Heavy rain; massive 
thunderstorms that made visibility almost nil made the drive quite hazardous.  And 
it really hasn’t stopped since.  Normally it clears up a bit on a Thursday just to give 
one false hope, then the wind switches back to the SE on Friday afternoon and it 
rains all weekend.  Sometimes just to rub it in, Monday dawns clear and sunny.   
What do you call the first clear day after two days of rain in KZN…Monday! 

So it was with low expectations of any butterflying that we set off on 
Saturday 19th March; down the N2 on leave for the first time.  The weather was 
lovely – but this has happened before.  No doubt, I thought, we’d get cloud around 
Lusikisiki and have a week of sloshing around craft markets and going fishing.  I’d 
taken advice to go via Mbizana instead of Harding and the N2, which is a long way 
round.  Well… all I can say is Tolkien was right when he wrote ‘short cuts make 
long delays’.  60km of narrow, winding, potholed tar, overloaded taxis, and suicidal 
drivers.  The entertaining thing about this area is the imaginative names the locals 
give to their buses and taxis.  ‘Don’t be Jealous’… ‘Grimboy Chosen One’ (!) and 
‘Music Box’.  That last was on an 80-seater driven by a Pondo Schumacher, full 
opposite lock around a blind bend coming straight at us, using all the road.  There 
being no run-off, I (driving Jemima, Jayne’s RAV 4– Brutus has been retired) was  
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wondering how good Toyota’s high speed off-road capability was.  Luckily he 
collected it just in time and we squeezed past.  Imagine being killed by a Music 
Box… 

The rest of the trip was quite uneventful, and we got onto the famed 
Lusikisiki-PSJ road.  It’s been tarred!  Unfortunately the budget didn’t run to proper 
landscaping, so the road still follows the contours with no cuttings through spurs 
or embankments over valleys.  The camber only allows 60km/h tops.  Quite fun in 
the RAV but again, those taxis… it was like being in Wacky Races with these 
nutters overtaking us at 100km/hr+, tyres squealing.  But in the end we came 
around the last bend and there was that mindblowing view of our destination, 
nestling between Mounts Sullivan and Thesiger.  Jayne was amazed. 

We had been aware that Bennie and André Coetzer had set off the 
previous day to come down with an overnight stop.  We met them on the road up 
Mt Thesiger, lurking balefully with extension nets under a tall tree.  They reported 
lots of stuff on the wing, including Coeliades libeon!  I thought… nice to get one 
of those… little did I know.  The pinnacle spot at the top produced, again, no 
Abantis bicolor, and precious little else on that side of the mountain because a gale 
force nor’-easter was blowing.  Going off to the other side, we found some lovely 
pink Erica flowers, swarming with (mostly male) Papilio dardanus cenea.  Out 
came the camera – I must think of the 2nd edition!  And I had a lot of fun.  The same 
strange flowers that always seem to grow where Abantis bicolor flies were in 
bloom.  These are a Gnidia that looks like a Scabious; it also grows at Ngoye, 
Nkandla and Palmiet in Westville.  But all they were attracting was a couple of 
Netrobalane canopus.  A good sign, I thought; bicolor often flies with these.  But 
no!  Not one bicolor did we see there, despite going up every fine day. 

We decided to go off to the Outspan Inn and check in.  On the way we 
found a black skipper dodging around near a mud puddle.  Jayne grew quite 
impatient as I tried again and again to net a Coeliades libeon.  Eventually I gave 
up.   At the Inn we found that Kathryn Costello hadn’t connected Jayne Woodhall 
with me, and the team didn’t realise the bug hunters were back in town.  Manny 
Milner and her new partner, St.John (pron. Sinjin) Williams, who run the Dry Dock 
Pub, didn’t know either, so it was a surprise for them.  St.John used to be Capital 
Radio’s chief engineer and has a great many fine stories to tell.  Nice to see them 
all.  My liver gave a little anticipatory quiver but I told it not to be such as wuss… 

Who should we find laying siege to the Costello Charaxes population but 
Bennie and André?  They had not had any real success with the traps, but they did 
show me a fiddlewood tree in the garden.  I’ve got one of these too, and because it 
drops leaves into my pool it was under a death sentence.  Not any more… I’ve seen 
what those fragrant little white blossoms can do.  The thing was SWARMING with 
Coeliades libeon.  Really swarming, like Belenois aurota at the Saltpan.  Not 
exaggerating at all [He never does – Ed.].  They were there all the ten days of our 
stay, even sitting still, wings akimbo, for the camera.  Glorious, freshly emerged 
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beauties, unlike the Zululand road warrior I photographed for the Field Guide… 
which had to put up with a kebab shot for the upper side.  As I said – remember the 
2nd edition!  It was great to be able to see this normally elusive, but still highly 
desirable, little insect up close.  The body hair is a beautiful iridescent green, and 
on some specimens the glow spreads a little way into the forewing base.  A 
relationship to the glorious Coeliades chalybe from further north? 

These weren’t the only butterflies around that fiddlewood.  Every Hyalites 
igola in PSJ was there, the odd H. cerasa (which would have gotten my blood 
pumping were it not for the fact I can get dozens from larvae in Yellowwood Park) 
and all sorts of other things.  Abantis bicolor?  Who could tell amongst all those 
other skippers? 

We went into the Dry Dock and that’s where we met our nemesis.  Roger 
Webster from SAFM was there to broadcast from PSJ on a search for an ancient 
Portuguese caravel that had sunk near here.  There was a wonderful crew of 
historians and other interesting souls, and Carl and Jill Vernon (late of EL 
Museum).  Carl is an ornithological taxonomist, Jill a historian.  The deep 
philosophical discussions went on; it was interesting to hear that bird taxonomy is 
as much a source of argument as butterfly taxonomy since DNA analysis came on 
the scene.  And Roger, together with St.John, is another one of those characters 
who always end up suggesting an ABF… not that I ever get involved in late night 
alcohol-fuelled discussions, of course. 

Jayne wisely snivelled off to bed, and I meant to as well.  But I made the 
mistake of saying goodnight too slowly.  2am in the morning is not really a good 
idea after a long day!  The Dry Dock proved a constant temptation with Manny’s 
cook providing the most delicious seafood, as well as the bitterly cold beers.  More 
than one late night (or early morning) was spent there, two of them with the 
Coetzers. 

I’m not going to write a diary of everything we did, partly because we 
partied so hard I can’t remember it all!  Here are a few vignettes… 
Sunday and the weather forecast was a calm sunny day clouding up in the 
afternoon.  So we decided to stay in PSJ and go back up the mountain.  We also 
decided to have a look at 2nd Beach; we were too late for the crayfish but the new 
bridge over the river to 3rd Beach beckoned.  There was a Vodacom tower on one 
of the hills.  Up we went.  Next to the entrance to Silaka Nature Reserve, there is a 
concrete strip road to the tower.  The bush has been cut along this and further along 
the hill top and beyond through the forest.  What a place… Straight away, lots of 
Neptis.  Most were N. trigonophora, an insect I’ve battled with on previous visits 
because most of them turn out to be N. laeta when caught.  Not THIS time.  But it 
wasn’t that easy because the way to tell this one apart from N. saclava marpessa 
is… marpessa is easy to catch.  N. trigonophora isn’t.  Nothing I’ve seen in SA 
can effortlessly levitate to the treetops as this little swine.  During my several visits  
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to this great locality I found it was easier to come early in the morning when they 
are still dopy, but it didn’t take them long to work out my nefarious intent and 
shove off into the canopy.  I’m sure they worked out, after I’d bagged a couple, 
that the presence of a large sweaty human was prejudicial to their health, and not 
only that, I’m sure members of this species can communicate between themselves.  
As for photography… someone is going to have to invent the suspensor field used 
by Baron Harkonnen in ‘Dune’ before I manage to get a genuine wild shot of this 
little beastie. 

There were lots of other desirable little things flitting around this hilltop.   
Pseudacraea eurytis imitator is not rare here; I got a melanic male but alas, no form 
pondo. Axiocerses croesus was out (and photographed) as was Chrysoritis 
natalensis (but no Chrysanthemoides in sight; I looked for larvae on Diospyros but 
I’m not sure what to look for.  Sorry Alan. 

And whilst I was cursing myself after yet another unsuccessful shot with 
long extensions at a N. trigonophora, up from my feet flitted a mating pair of 
Papilio dardanus cenea.  And me with a 6m long net handle.  And the female was 
a form salaami.  They soared out of reach as I impotently waved my net.  I’m afraid 
a little rude word passed my lips… 

I’m sure Abantis bicolor will one day turn up on this koppie.  It really is 
first class and probably a worthy replacement for the 2nd Beach koppie that I heard 
had been destroyed by development (but Ernest Pringle told me the other day is 
still there…). 

Crayfish.  In 1990, R1.50 each.  In 2002, R5.  2005 – R25!  Unfortunately 
the Second Beach crayfish merchants have discovered the good old coastal 
profession – rip off the Vaalie.  Jayne’s car is still GP registered and Roger hadn’t 
helped by cheerfully coughing up R25 a tail.  John Costello gave him a hard time 
for this and told me never to pay more than R10, but no luck.  We were advised to 
go to Poenskop but by then we’d discovered the restaurants… 

Embotyi.  Bennie and André had been there before us and reported great 
Charaxes and other things.  We found LOADS of Cymothoe coranus (I’ve never 
seen so many before) and got some great photos of Coenyra aurantiaca.  N. 
trigonophora again, as well as a nice Nepheronia argia variegata and a lot of 
Colotis erone (but no orange females).  Yet again I missed a female Papilio 
dardanus cenea form trophonius but at least this time I caught (and photographed) 
a yellow female Hyalites igola.  I was also able to get a great pic of a floppy, freshly 
emerged Pseudacraea boisduvalii trimenii form colvillei.  Charaxes – only male 
C. xiphares thyestes, no C. karkloof and only one C. pondoensis male.  As at the 
Outspan Inn, the Drinking Crew (C. brutus natalensis, C. varanes varanes, C. 
candiope and C. cithaeron cithaeron) were the commonest.  Each trap filled very 
quickly with these, all over the Wild Coast.  Owen Garvie’s Old Brown Sherry 
trick really works! 

And of course… MORE Coeliades libeon… 
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Finding that the Mbotyi River Lodge won’t sell lunch to weary travellers 
(and rude with it) we were reduced to that old standby, KFC.  Lusikisiki’s KFC is 
huge but oh so very slow! 

Ntafufu.  Jayne was fascinated to see the venue of the ill-fated 1990 trip.  
It hasn’t changed that much since 2002; but as the weather was a bit grotty there 
wasn’t a lot on the wing.  One Coenyra aurantiaca, and interestingly, a Gnophodes 
betsimena diversa.  Bennie had previously found a spot where Coeliades libeon 
were emerging but it was on the north side of the forest.  I wasn’t going to risk 
Jemima on the road that had defeated Bill’s Combi, it looked very slippery and 
steep, and although Jemima has diff lock she lacks low range.  Of course, I missed 
a female Papilio dardanus cenea form trophonius; and of course… there were even 
MORE Coeliades libeon.  This time they were more numerous than in John 
Costello’s garden.  One wire fence carried a flowering creeper that must have had 
a couple of thousand buzzing around it.  It being quite dull, they were dopy and 
easy to hand pick. 

Jayne was entranced by the cute little mangrove crabs. 
The restaurants.  This being our 25th anniversary trip it wasn’t all about 

bug hunting.  We found one place called Wettham Hill, on a steep slope 
overlooking PSJ.  Their chilli con carne, and calamari salad were divine as we 
sipped our drinks, looking out over that glorious view.  It being Easter Sunday we 
were serenaded by the local God Squad holding a Healing, complete with 
loudspeakers.  I’ve never heard the 23rd psalm sung to a taxi-type ‘umsh umsh 
umsh’ beat before… And another day there was the Lily Lodge, where we got 
wonderful Paella, washed down with cold white wine and Amstel, in a milkwood 
grove overlooking 2nd Beach. 

Then we discovered the 2nd Beach hippy colony, and a great place called 
the Delicious Monster.  We had two meals here; we loved the place so much.  Juliet, 
the proprietor, used to work at the Outspan Inn restaurant where she was dubbed 
‘Killer Jules’ because of her desserts.  N. trigonophora flies in the garden, and of 
course… MORE Coeliades libeon.  A Papilio dardanus cenea form trophonius 
came and sat on a flower during lunch!  Needless to say, no net!  The view is simply 
stunning.  The prawns, glorious.  Another day we went to the nearby Wood ‘n’ 
spoon, where the food is also great; perhaps not as good as Killer Jules’ but still 
good.  The ramshackle structures from which these people produce gourmet meals 
(not that cheap but worth it) and the views over the lagoon made us feel like we 
were in the Caribbean.  You can watch all the world walk past, sometimes smoking 
a zol as big as a cucumber.  We discovered that Gary Bailey, ex Man Utd goalie, 
Supersport presenter and all round good guy, had become a 2nd Beach resident.  He 
later joined us at the Dry Dock to watch England thump Northern Ireland, and the 
Sharks (surprise!) beating the Brumbies.  Football gossip is just as interesting as 
Lepsoc gossip… 
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Manny and St.John’s new B&B, the Wild Coast Inn.  I went to have a 
look when Manny was thinking of spending an afternoon on the 3rd Beach koppie 
with me.  Seeing the chaos I joined St.John in advising her to take a raincheck!  A 
few days later we went around for dinner (as it turned out our last in PSJ).  The 
place was transformed; it has the true ramshackle PSJ air with lots of bric-à-brac – 
but no mess.  We made tentative plans for Lepsoc to book the place out next Easter.  
Manny cooked us a lovely supper, and the bunch of fishermen who were the first 
guests had caught a load of spotted grunter at The Gap.  One of them was able to 
do Japanese cuisine so we had Grunter Maki Rolls as a starter – I bet not many 
people have had that!  We could see a good party was developing but with the 
morrow’s long drive in mind we said our farewells. 

On the only really rainy day of the ten we were away, we went to see 
Hole-in-the-Wall.  It turned out to be a very long drive, via Mthatha (much bigger 
than it was 15 years ago when it was called Umtata, but still not salubrious) and as 
we got there the weather started to clear.  We could see that there were… wait for 
it… MORE Coeliades libeon.  But then it started to really hose down and we 
repaired to the hotel for lunch.  Back at PSJ John informed us later that 115mm fell 
that day. 

Another place that would be a great place to stay is The Creek, Rod 
Hastier’s self-catering place on the Mthatha road.  The bonus here of course is 
Gnophodes betsimena diversa, covered by Dave McDermott in his recent article.  
Here I had the pleasure of watching Coetzer Pére et fils making chumps of 
themselves crashing through the bananas. 

We were invited to Kathryn’s birthday party, where we had a great time 
and met many interesting people.  We helped Kathryn renew her acquaintance with 
Amarula Cream, which is to Kathryn what Allesverloren Port is to Lepsoc. 

After ten days the holiday was over, only too quickly.  We took the safer, 
but longer, road home via Kokstad, Umzimkulu and Ixopo (Jayne had never seen 
these places either), and got home to Gillitts at 14:00 on the 28th where, you guessed 
it… it was raining.  And no Coeliades libeon… 

St.John called me the other night (2nd April) to tell me it started to rain as 
we left PSJ, and hasn’t stopped!  I must take Jayne on more trips, she’s my good 
luck charm! 

Thanks to John and Kathryn Costello, St.John Williams and Manny 
Milner, and all the people in PSJ who made our stay so memorable.  All the 
butterfly records are on Lepibase and will be made available to interested parties.  
All our members should, if they haven’t been there, try to get to PSJ in the next 
couple of years.  The place is starting to get busy and there were lots of Hermann’s 
sleek Irizar coaches carrying hordes of holidaymakers.  I hate to think that it will 
one day become another Knysna, but it’s only a matter of time… 
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Butterfly collecting in Zimbabwe’s Eastern Districts - 
some observations 
 
Simon Hensman 
simon@paulbunyan.net 
 
 
It would be sad if my own collecting experiences in this richly diverse geographical 
region be lost forever without some record of those 16 years of fairly intensive 
pursuit. 

From 1970 to 1986, I had the privilege of living (almost uninterrupted) in 
the Vumba Mountains, centrally located between Inyanga in the north and 
Chipinga in the south.  Much opportunity was presented to explore this remarkably 
panoramic country. 

Lots could be said, but at best they are my own subjective observations – 
to which I am sure the reader could add further. 

Firstly, there was the phenomenon of seasons of migratory abundance.  
The autumn of 1970 was one such.  For the higher montane forests of the Vumba, 
this meant an abundance of Cymothoes, Antanartias, Mylothris, Papilios, and 
Graphium.  Hyalites vumbui was so abundant that it was not unusual to find swarms 
of 50 or more congregating on the front lawn taking up the moisture from the heavy 
dews before they evaporated.  I am reliably told that 1965 was another such year.  
The 1977/78 season was a bumper season with 1986 showing some of those same 
signs.  Perhaps someone has some thoughts on these cycles of abundance? 

But I want to zero in on those more unusual or infrequently encountered 
rarities, of which not much is known. 

Charaxes alpinus would be such an one.  I know of no substantiated 
records outside of the Vumba Mountains.  It flies in much the same habitat as 
Charaxes ethalion and may have been overlooked because of that.  They are very 
similar in appearance, the tail structure being the easiest method of distinguishing 
the two.  Some years you would be lucky to find one, other years a whole series 
could be collected.  Though found occasionally in the higher montane forests above 
5,000 ft, this rarity was found much more commonly at altitudes of 4,000 ft.  A shy 
visitor to traps, the male was more frequently encountered feeding from roadside 
mud – dampened by the all-too-frequent misty rains of that region.  In 16 years, I 
captured a total of 3 females, and only ever saw one other female ovipositing on 
Albizia gummifera.  She is definitely a ‘rare’ fly. 

Charaxes acuminatus vumbui is another rarity.  I have seen records of a 
series collected in 1965 on the Vumba Mountains.  In all my years of collecting, I  
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never so much as caught a glimpse of one.  Whether that species became extinct 
on the Vumba, I don’t know.  I know of no other captures since 1965.  However, 
it can be a surprisingly frequent sighting and capture on the warmer lower slopes 
of the montane forests of Chimanimani district, but especially where streams form 
gullies through those forests.  Both male and female will come to traps.  Males 
perch at about 20 ft. from the ground at the end of twigs in that territorial manner 
associated with many butterflies.  Definitely a ‘mountain’ charaxes. 

Charaxes etesipe is considered an Eastern Districts charaxes.  Someone 
called it a ‘forest’ charaxes, but my own observation is that thicker acacia-type 
country or even the scrubby acacia country of the Odzi and Sabi rivers were often 
rewarded with captures of this beautiful species.  Those hilly outcrops and kopjes 
between Mutare and Birchenough Bridge were extremely rewarding for those 
brave souls willing to chance the trek.  Like other bush charaxes, the etesipe male 
is a territorial ‘hill-topper’. 

The home of Charaxes nichetes was unquestionably the Honde Valley 
and, to some extent, the Burma Valley.  Never common at any one time, it certainly 
made a delightful capture in the trap. 

Charaxes pseudophaeus, though better known from Mozambique, does 
creep in to localities along the border – the lower Haroni River valley being one of 
them (Chimanimani district).  For the record, Gavin Weyer and I did net two other 
species not recorded in Zimbabwe up till then from this locality.  Hyalites 
pharsalus and Oboronia bueronica.  This is also the only known area to my 
knowledge where Euphaedra elias has been recorded (another Mozambican 
species). 

Acraea rabbaiae is a rare find.  The only two localities known to me are 
Mutare (I netted a female on Cross Kopje – surely a stray?) and Mt. Selinda.  As 
with many of the clear-winged acraeas, they fly tantalizingly higher than the 
average net can reach.  Some years a whole series can be collected in a few days, 
other years you won’t see one at all. 

Acraea satis:  in all my visits to Mt. Selinda (Chirinda Forest), I have 
never seen this butterfly even once.  Others report capturing a whole series!  I know 
of no other captures outside of that locality. 

Acraea cerasa is another rarity, but I do have records from the lower 
Vumba/Burma Valley as well as a sighting in Mt. Selinda.  These are all your 
typical forest dwellers. 

Acraea machequena:  I first thought this was somewhat of a rarity, but I 
kept finding it on the summits of kopjes from Mutare to Birchenough Bridge. 

Acraea insignis:  a whole series can be collected by the Pungwe River in 
the Honde Valley north of Mutare.  Other years you won’t see a single one.  Just 
as an aside, the Honde Valley is probably one of the most under-collected areas of 
the Eastern Districts.  There are definitely rarities to be found in that remote valley 
for those ‘adventurers’ willing to pioneer it. 
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Plate 1, Fig. 1 – Host plant of 
Lepidochrysops balli 
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Plate 1, Fig. 2 – First instar larva of 
Lepidochrysops balli 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   
 
 
Plate 1, Fig. 3 – Second instar larva of 
Lepidochrysops balli 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Plate 1, Fig. 4 – Third instar larva 
of Lepidochrysops balli 
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Plate 2, Fig. 1 – Adults of Aloeides pallida  
(undescribed subspecies) 
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Plate 2, Fig. 2 – Eggs of Aloeides 
pallida (undescribed subspecies) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
Plate 2, Fig. 3 – First instar larva of  
Aloeides pallida  
(undescribed subspecies) 
 
 
 
    

    
 
 
 
 
Plate 2, Fig. 4 – Eragrostis curvula,  
        at the base of which Lepisiota 
            capensis ants were nesting 
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Hyalites pentapolis:  my one sighting of it was in the Bunga Forest in 
about 1980.  It has been captured there a few times.  It is, of course, illegal to do so 
– being a National Park, but there is no reason why it can’t be found in other parts 
of those high mountains where capture is legal.  Like C. acuminatus, observations 
and captures are so few and far between, one wonders how little it would take for 
those sparse colonies to become extinct in that locality. 

Crenidomimus concordia:  a truly dazzling species.  The only places to 
find it with any regularity would be the Burma Valley or lower Vumba where they 
frequent thicker riverine bush (not montane forest).  Like Sallya rosa, they do visit 
traps. 

Sallya rosa, a woodland species of the Eastern Districts.  I have only come 
across one specimen in a trap, near the White Horse Inn, Vumba.  Others find it 
just as rare. 

Euxanthe wakefieldi:  never common, but I have recorded it from Honde 
Valley, Burma Valley, Haroni Valley and Mt. Selinda.  Most common in the 
Haroni Valley along with Euphaedra neophron, Euphaedra elias and Euryphura 
achlys, and Aterica galene. 

Salamis cacta:  definitely prefers shadier riverine gullies, frequenting 
moisture along banks and pathways.  The lower Vumba and Burma Valley were 
the two localities.  Mt. Selinda is its main population and can be prolific in some 
years.  An unusual behavioural pattern was observed at Mt. Selinda.  S. cacta came 
out at 12 noon, patrolling up and down a particular pathway in the forest.  Once 
captured, another one would take its place, and so on, until 12:30.  It would then 
disappear until 12:00 the next day.  Odd, huh? 

Oboronia bueronica:  when in the company of Gavin Weyer, we came 
across swarms of this species in the Haroni Valley – the first recordings as far as I 
know in Zimbabwe.  They were all over their foodplants, wild ginger – and never 
moved much from that localized area. 

 
Conclusion 
 

Those were vastly fulfilling years in pursuit of this fascinating hobby.  Full of 
epochal moments and disappointments as well!  Collecting in the mountainous 
areas of the Eastern Districts was often thwarted by grey, misty days settling in.  I 
remember a trip to Mt. Selinda in December.  It rained for four days solid.  We 
never caught a single butterfly or even saw one! 

I live in the U.S.A. now, the collection was donated to both Zimbabwe’s 
Museums with a smaller selection of rarities to the Transvaal Museum. 

Do feel free to e-mail me if you want to reminisce or correspond. 
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Observations on the life history of Lepidochrysops balli 
Dickson (Lepidoptera: Lycaenidae) 

 
David A. Edge & Mark C. Williams 
daveedge@telkomsa.net      mark.williams@up.ac.za 
 
 
Introduction 

 
The genus Lepidochrysops Hedicke is a large Afrotropical polyommatine 

genus of butterflies that contains 134 recognized species (Williams, 2005).  The L. 
ortygia species-group (Tite, 1964; Swanepoel & Vári, 1983) comprises 15 closely-
related species confined to South Africa and Lesotho (Table 1).  Species of the 
ortygia-group are characterized by black-and-white chequered marginal cilia and, 
in the males, by blue upperside coloration.  The larvae of Lepidochrysops spp., in 
those species that have been studied, are phytopredacious.  The first and second 
larval instars feed on flower buds or seed ovules.  The third instar is carried by its 
host ant, a species of Camponotus, into the ants’ subterranean nest, where it subsists 
on ant-brood.  Pupation and eclosion occur inside the ant-nest, the newly-emerged 
imago only expanding its wings after having exited from the entrance hole of the 
nest (Claassens, 1976). 

 Very little has been published concerning the larval host plants, 
associated ants or the early stages of taxa in the L. ortygia species-group 
(summarized in Table 1).  Lepidochrysops balli Dickson, a member of the ortygia-
group, was discovered by Dr J.B. Ball in February, 1979 on the Kammanassie 
Mountains near Uniondale (Pringle et al., 1994).  Since its discovery, observations 
of the females of this species (and many other members of the L. ortygia species-
group) have been scarce and consequently little was known of its life history.  The 
authors have made a concerted effort to fill this gap, and this paper is the result. 
 
 
Table 1.  The Lepidochryops ortygia species-group 
 

Species Host plant(s) Ant associate Early stages 
L. australis Selago sp.1 Unknown Unknown 
L. balli Selago divaricata L.f.2 Unknown 2 

L. braueri Unknown Unknown Unknown 
L. gydoae Unknown Unknown Unknown 
L. littoralis Unknown Unknown Unknown 
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L. oosthuizeni Selago galpinii Schltr.3 Unknown Unknown 
L. oreas Pseudoselago serrata 

(Berg) Hilliard.4; 
Pseudoselago spuria 
(L.) Hilliard5 

Camponotus 
niveosetosus Mayr.6 

4, 5 

L. ortygia Walafrida geniculata 
(L.f.) Rolfe1 

Camponotus 
maculatus (Fab.)6 

Unknown 

L. outeniqua Unknown Unknown Unknown 
L. poseidon Unknown Unknown Unknown 
L. pringlei Unknown Unknown Unknown 
L. quickelbergei Unknown Unknown Unknown 
L. swartbergensis Unknown Unknown Unknown 
L. titei Selago sp.7 Unknown Unknown 
L. wykehami Selago sp.8 Unknown 8 

 

1 Pringle et al., 1994;  2 This report;  3 Swanepoel & Vári, 1983;  4 Clark & Dickson, 
1971;  5 Claassens & Dickson, 1980;  6 Williams, 1991 (unpublished);  7 Dickson, 
1976;  8 Schlosz, 1990. 

 
Methods and materials 

 
The type locality of L. balli, on the Kammanassie Mountains in the Western Cape 
Province of South Africa, was visited on 17 and 18 November, 2005.  Intensive 
search for female L. balli was made on the lower slopes surrounding the ridge along 
which the males of L. balli congregate.  Whenever a female was located she was 
observed closely to determine oviposition sites, and  in order to collect eggs.  Eggs 
thus collected were placed in small plastic containers and taken back to Knysna to 
observe hatching and larval behaviours.  Photographs of the early stages were taken 
through a Wild M5 stereomicroscope using a Nikon Coolpix 4600 digital camera 
(DAE). 
 
Results 
 
Oviposition 
 
Males of L. balli were plentiful along the ridges, flying together with L. braueri 
Dickson and L. robertsoni Cottrell.  A male and female of L. balli were observed 
in copula at about 10:00, just below a high point on a ridge (DAE).  On the slopes 
around the ridge, particularly on the southern and eastern flanks, occasional 
females were observed, but were very difficult to follow owing to the steep, rocky 
terrain.  A female, that was perched on the ground with opened wings, was located 
at 09:30 (MCW).  After some minutes of basking this female flew up and began to 
inspect the inflorescences of a species of white-flowered Selago that was growing 
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abundantly on the slopes.  Over a 20 minute period she was observed to lay a single 
egg on a specimen of this plant on four occasions, moving in a random manner and 
covering a distance of about 75m.  The eggs were laid rapidly, and in each instance, 
on the inner aspect of an immature flower bud, and each egg was completely 
concealed from view.  The eggs were pale blue in colour.  Each plant had stems 
that were tipped with either racemes of pre-mature flower-buds, mature flowers or 
post-mature developing seed ovules.  The female under observation showed no 
interest whatsoever in the mature or post-mature spikes, inspecting and ovipositing 
only on the pre-mature spikes.  The four eggs that were laid were collected, together 
with a sample of the plant for identification (Plate 1, Figure 1). 
 
Identification of the host plant 
 
The host plant has been provisionally identified as Selago divaricata L.f.  A 
specimen has been sent to the Compton Herbarium in Cape Town for confirmation.  
This plant occurs in the mountains of the Little Karoo, southern Namibia and the 
Eastern Cape Province.  It flowers from September to December, which coincides 
with the flight period of L. balli. 
 
Larval observations 
 
All four larvae hatched after 6 days on 24 November, 2005.  The first instar larvae 
have very long epidermal setae; this is typical for polyommatine larvae (Plate 1, 
Figure 2).  The larvae burrow into the immature flower-buds and consume the 
interior, which is presumably protein-rich (Pierce, 1985).  The duration of the first 
instar is quite short – only four days. 

The second instar larvae have shorter setae and yellow, longitudinal dorsal 
stripes (Plate 1, Figure 3). 

After about a week, the host plant brought from the Kammanassie became 
mouldy, and it was decided to substitute another species of Selago, growing locally 
in Brenton-on-Sea (S. glomerata Thunb.).  The three surviving larvae commenced 
feeding on this substitute plant. 

After 11 days, only one of these larvae had survived to moult into the third 
instar (Plate 1, Figure 4).  It eventually attained a length of nearly 4mm, still feeding 
on the Selago, but died on 26 December, 2005. 

 
Discussion 
Several of the Selago-feeding early instar larvae in the genus Lepidochrysops were 
described by Clark & Dickson (1971), including a description of the first three 
larval instars of a member of the L. ortygia species-group (L. oreas oreas Tite).  
The larva of L. balli described here shows some similarities to the larva of L. o. 
oreas figured by Clark & Dickson (1971). 
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The host plant of L. oreas recorded by Clark & Dickson (1971) was 
Selago serrata P.J. Bergius.  The currently valid name for this taxon is 
Pseudoselago serrata (P.J. Bergius) Hilliard (Goldblatt & Manning, 2000).  
Claassens & Dickson (1980) subsequently recorded Selago spuria L. as another 
host plant, also now placed in genus Pseudoselago, which is closely related to 
Selago. 

The only ant associates as yet recorded for the L. ortygia species-group 
are Camponotus niveosetosus Mayr, for L. o. oreas (Claassens & Dickson, 1980) 
and Camponotus maculatus Mayr., for L. ortygia (Williams, 1991, unpublished 
data).  No definitive observations have yet been obtained for L. balli.  Several 
Camponotus ant species’ nests were located under rocks in the L. balli breeding 
area but none contained any lycaenid early stages.  Future observations will focus 
on establishing the ant associates of L. balli. 
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Introduction 
 

A large-scale property development known as ‘The Lakes Eco and Golf Resort’ is 
planned at a site bordering the northern shores of Swartvlei Lake near Sedgefield 
in the southern Cape.  A butterfly survey was conducted as part of the scoping 
process for the development between 11 October, 2003 and 15 March, 2004 (Edge 
2004). This resulted in the discovery of a new butterfly subspecies (Plate 2, Figure 
1), and a recommendation that six hectares of the site be left undisturbed until 
further investigations could be done on the ecology, distribution, and life history 
of the butterfly. 

 
Methods and materials 

 
Site visits were made on the 8th and 29th of November, and on the 5th, 15th and 23rd 
of December, 2005, and the area where the butterflies were discovered was 
searched for adult A. pallida butterflies, particularly for females.  When females 
were found they were observed for as long as possible in order to determine where 
they were laying their eggs.  The area was also searched for potential host plants 
for the larvae of the butterflies.  If any egg-laying was observed, the vegetation 
composition in the vicinity was sampled and analysed using the Braun Blanquet 
method Westhoff & van der Maarel, 1980). 

 
Results 

 
Butterfly observations 

 
On the 8th of November, 2005, three male A. pallida butterflies were observed at 
various places perching on the bare road surface, and flying up and around when 
disturbed before settling again on the road.  This behaviour is typical for Aloeides 
butterflies – males establish territories within which they are able to encounter 
females and to mate.  No females were observed during this visit. On the 29th of 
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November a greater number of males were seen, some taking nectar from 
Helichrysum cymosum (L.) D. Don as well as the first females. The females were 
sedentary, settling on grass stems and on bare ground. They may have been freshly 
hatched and waiting to be mated, but no interactions with males were observed.  
On the 5th of December, no females were observed, possibly because the weather 
was not ideal. On the 15th of December, in perfect weather conditions, the 
butterflies were plentiful and a number of females were observed.  One female was 
seen fluttering around and settling on grass stems and H. cymosum plants – from 
which she took nectar.  Eventually she settled on a grass clump alongside the road 
and after resting for about five minutes, crawled down the grass to the base.  Small 
black ants were present on the grass stems, and at the base of the plant. The female 
crawled around on the ground and was observed to lay two eggs on the soil surface.  
When she fluttered away the eggs were examined.  They were quite large for a 
lycaenid butterfly, spherical in shape and pale green in colour.  The eggs were laid 
next to each other only a few millimetres away from the entrance to the ants’ nest. 
The eggs were removed by digging out the portion of soil they were attached to.  
A sample of the ants was also taken.  About half an hour later another female was 
observed to oviposit in exactly the same manner at another grass clump with an 
ants’ nest at its base.  On a subsequent site visit on the  23rd of December three 
more females were observed but they did not lay any eggs. This was another 
overcast day and it may have been too cool for any energetic activity. 

The two pairs of eggs collected were taken home and photographed (Plate 
2, Figure 2).  They hatched 15-16 days later, and the first instar larvae were 
photographed (Plate 2, Figure 3).  The larvae were very active for several days.  
Two larvae were offered Aspalathus plants; the other two remained with the soil 
they were laid on.  All four larvae died within a week. 

The ants sampled where the eggs were laid were identified as Lepisiota 
capensis Mayr.  These ants were found nesting in the soil at the base of grass 
clumps in the egg-laying area, and also inside rotten logs lying on the surface. 
There appeared to be a preference for the grass species Eragrostis curvula 
(Schrad.) Nees, and at least one of the egg-laying sites was where this grass was 
growing on the road verge. 
 
Potential host plants and vegetation analysis 
 
The area where the butterflies were observed was searched for any Aspalathus 
plants, which have been reported as host plants for other Aloeides species (Clark 
& Dickson 1971; Heath & Claassens 2003).  Only one species of Aspalathus was 
found (identity yet to be determined), and it was nowhere very plentiful and not 
found in the area where the Aloeides females were laying. 

The results of the vegetation analysis in the area where eggs were laid are 
given in Table 1.  Alien plants, such as Pinus trees and Kikuyu grass Pennisetum 
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clandestinum, are also present in some areas close by, but the butterflies are not 
active in these areas.  The grass species at the base of which L. capensis most 
frequently nests is E. curvula (Plate 2, Figure 4). 

 
Table 1.   Plant species present at egg-laying sites of A. pallida, undescribed 
ssp. at The Lakes Eco & Golf Resort near Sedgefield 

 
Plant species Family % 

Cover 
Remarks 

Aristea pusilla (Thunb.) Ker 
Gawl 

Iridaceae 5  

Eragrostis capensis (Thunb.) 
Trin. 

Poaceae <1 Grass 

Eragrostis curvula (Schrad.) 
Nees 

Poaceae 10 Nest sites of Lepesiota 
capensis ants 

Heteropogon contortus (L.) 
P.Beauv. ex Roem. & Schult. 

Poaceae 5 Grass 

Paspalum dilatatum Poir. Poaceae 5 Exotic (S. America) 
Sporobolus africanus (Poir) 
Robyns & Tournay 

Poaceae 5 Grass 

Conyza scabrida DC. Asteraceae <1 Shrub (up to 3m high) 
Helichrysum cymosum (L.) D. 
Don 

Asteraceae 25 Nectar source for 
Aloeides 

Senecio lanifer Mart. Ex C. 
Jeffrey 

Asteraceae 10 Not flowering 

Senecio rigidus L. Asteraceae <1 Nectar source for 
Aloeides 

Erica canaliculata Andrews Ericaceae 10 Shrub (up to 2m high) 
Anagallis arvensis L. Primulaceae <1 Exotic (European) 
Nemesia affinis Benth. Scrophulariaceae 5 Herb 
Passerina falcifolia  C.H. Wright Thymelaceae 5 Shrub (up to 2m high) 

 
The threats that property development in the coastal zone poses to the 

endangered butterflies of the southern Cape were discussed by Edge (2005a).  
These butterflies include two other taxa in the genus Aloeides – Aloeides thyra 
orientis Pringle (only found at Brenton) and another subspecies of Aloeides pallida 
from a site near Glentana, south of George (Edge 2005b). 

The butterfly genus Aloeides is currently receiving taxonomic attention 
and more intensive investigation into the life histories and ecological requirements 
of these butterflies.  The discovery of a new A. pallida subspecies at the Lakes Eco 
and Golf Resort site is of some significance, because the Garden Route has been 
fairly intensively investigated by previous generations of lepidopterists going back 
over 150 years.  The fact that this new A. pallida subspecies has remained 
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undetected for so long is testimony to its rarity.  As soon as a scientific description 
has been written and published, the new taxon will be considered for inclusion in 
the latest revision of the South African butterfly red data list (Henning, Terblanche 
& Ball 2005). 

The new subspecies is a member of the Aloeides dentatis species-group 
(G.A. Henning 1993), which contains nine species and six subspecies.  The life 
history information for this new subspecies reported on here can be combined with 
information gathered by other workers on the butterflies in this species-group 
(Table 2). 

 
Table 2 – Life histories of butterflies in the Aloeides dentatis species-group 

(as defined by G. A. Henning 1993) 
 

Species Host plant(s) Ant associates References 
A. pallida pallida 
(Riley) 

None known Not known Clark & Dickson, 1971 

A. pallida grandis 
Tite & Dickson 

Aphytophagous Lepisiota capensis Heath & Claassens, 2000 

A. pallida 
undescribed ssp. 

Aphytophagous Lepisiota capensis This report 

A. dentatis dentatis 
(Swierstra) 

Hermannia 
depressa 

Lepisiota capensis SF Henning, 1983 

A. rossouwi GA & 
SF Henning  

None known Lepisiota species Henning & Henning, 
1982 

 
This evidence enables the ecology and life history of species in this group to be 
summarised as follows: 

 
1) The butterflies are found in grassy habitats with bare patches, such as 

occur in grassy fynbos in the western and eastern Cape, or in highveld 
grassland in the other provinces (G.A. Henning 1993).  This is usually on 
flat ground or on gentle northern and western facing slopes.  Footpaths, 
game paths, road verges and unsurfaced roads are popular sites where 
male butterflies behave territorially. 

2) With the exception of A. dentatis dentatis (S.F. Henning 1993), there are 
no records of females laying eggs on a plant in the wild. 

3) The only natural egg-laying behaviour observed so far has been reported 
on here.  The female settles on a grass stem, and when she detects the 
presence of the correct host ants on the grass, crawls down the grass stem 
to the base.  She searches for the entrance to the host ants’ nest and lays 
two relatively large eggs on the ground near the entrance.  Whilst ants are 
present during this activity, they do not attack the butterfly. 
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4) The duration to hatching of the eggs is unusually long (15 days) and the 
newly emerged larvae are nearly 2mm long, active and fast moving. This, 
presumably, enables them to crawl into the ants’ nest. 

5) The first instar larvae (Plate 2, Figure 3) are coloured to camouflage them 
on the soil surface and they are protected from attack by the ants and other 
enemies by very long epidermal setae. 

6) The larvae do not feed on Aspalathus plants offered to them and die in the 
first or second instar if no ants are present (Clark & Dickson 1971; Edge 
this report). 

7) Fully grown larvae and pupae have been found inside nests of L. capensis 
ants.  The larvae have been observed in captivity in an artificial ants’ nest 
to only feed on the eggs of the ants (Heath & Claassens 2000; 2003). 

8) All the evidence points to this group of butterflies (except A. dentatis 
dentatis) being aphytophagous in the larval stages (i.e. not feeding on 
plant material). 

9) The ant association is obligate (i.e. essential) and these butterflies will 
only occur in places where there are abundant nests of the host ant, L. 
capensis.  Vegetation composition and structure may be important to 
create the correct microclimate for these ants. 
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SYNOPSIS 
 

The Brenton Blue butterfly, Orachrysops niobe (Trimen) is currently only known 
to be extant at one locality in the southern Cape (the Brenton Blue Butterfly 
Reserve = BBBR), and currently globally Red Listed as “Critically Endangered”.  
This research investigates the life history and ecological interactions of O. niobe 
and recommends management techniques for the BBBR. 

Adult nectar sources and female oviposition behaviour are described.  The 
first two larval instars feed on the leaflets of the host plant Indigofera erecta 
Thunb., and the 3rd and 4th instar larvae feed on this plant’s woody rootstock, 
attended by ants Camponotus baynei Arnold.  Cannibalism takes place in the early 
larval stages.  Adults emerge from late October to early December, from late 
January to early March, and occasionally there is a third brood in April.  
Morphological and behavioural features of the larvae are described, and larval 
growth patterns are compared to other polyommatines.  The nature of the 
myrmecophilous behaviour is assessed and the phylogenetic relationships between 
Orachrysops, Euchrysops, Lepidochrysops, and other polyommatine genera are 
discussed. 

Ant assemblages at the BBBR are described from pitfall trap sampling 
and field observations of interactions between O. niobe larvae and ants.  The ant 
assemblages at the BBBR, Nature’s Valley Fynbos Reserve (NVFR) and Uitzicht 
216/40 are compared.  The potential impact of the Argentine ant at the BBBR is 
discussed. 

Adult and egg counts are used to study the population dynamics of O. 
niobe, leading to an estimate of the adult butterfly population and its fluctuations.  
A population dynamics model is constructed, and several factors impacting 
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fecundity and mortality are assessed.  Population studies on other polyommatines 
are compared and discussed. 

The morphology, reproductive biology and autoecology of the papilionoid 
legume I. erecta are described.  An explanation is offered as to why the larvae of 
O. niobe are monophagous on this plant.  Microhabitat variations cause changes in 
its vegetative morphology and this further explains the restricted range of O. niobe.  
The population dynamics of I. erecta is investigated and the effects of biotic and 
abiotic factors (including fire) are assessed. 

Braun Blanquet methodology is used to sample and classify the vegetation 
communities at the BBBR.  Ordination techniques are used to confirm the 
classification and to diagnose for environmental gradients.  Hypotheses are 
generated about the ecological processes functioning at the site, and the 
environmental niche occupied by I. erecta.  Correlations between the occurrence 
of vegetation types and other plant species and I. erecta are sought and a strong 
association with Pterocelastrus tricuspidatus is demonstrated. 

Three study sites are described and the ecological history of the region is 
reconstructed.  Ecosystems are no longer fully functional because natural fire 
regimes and megaherbivores are absent.  It is suggested that O. niobe currently 
inhabits an interglacial refugium under stress from the current global warming 
trend.  The remaining suitable habitat is threatened by coastal property 
development and environmental degradation.  An increased population of O. niobe 
at the BBBR, and establishment of new populations is essential to avoid extinction.  
Management techniques are evaluated and a management strategy for the BBBR 
is proposed. 

 
KEY TERMS:  Orachrysops, polyommatine, myrmecophily, population 
dynamics, Indigofera, vegetation analysis, ecosystem management. 
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Request for help:  Satyrinae – phylogenetic study 

 
Niklas Wahlberg is a professor at the University of Stockholm and leads a group 
of researchers working on the systematics of Nymphalidae using mainly molecular 
methods.  He has a project on the subfamily Satyrinae going on with one of his 
PhD students (Carlos Peña).  They have been able to sample all major lineages of 
satyrines (114 genera at the moment) but have been unable to get samples of some 
crucial South African taxa.  They work on dried material, so there is no need to use 
ethanol or any other substance for preservation.  Relatively fresh specimens are 
needed (less than two years old).  Specimens should be in envelopes, inside a crush-
proof container, with locality labels and scientific name. 

 
The list of examples of Southern African genera still required is as follows: 

 
Aphysoneura pigmentaria vumba 
Coenyra species 
Coenyropsis natalii natalii 
Dingana species 
Gnophodes betsimena diversa 
Henotesia perspicua 
Mashuna mashuna 
Melanitis leda helena 
Neita species 
Paternympha species 
Physcaeneura panda 
Serradinga species 
Ypthima species 
Ypthimomorpha itonia 

 
Niklas’s contact details are as follows: 

 
Niklas Wahlberg 
Department of Zoology 
Stockholm University 
S-106 91, Stockholm 
SWEDEN 
Phone: +46 8 164024 
Fax: +46 8 167715 
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Nymphalidae Home Page: 
http://www.zoologi.su.se/research/wahlberg/ 
 
Entomologica Fennica Home Page: 
http://www.entomologicafennica.org 

 
Can LepSoc members please advise me if they are prepared to assist with this 
project. 

 
Dave Edge 
daveedge@telkomsa.net 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.zoologi.su.se/research/wahlberg/
http://www.entomologicafennica.org/
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Sponsor Members of LEPSOC 
 

The following members, apart from their significant contributions to the society as 
individuals, have also chosen to be sponsor members and have through their 
generosity provided significant financial support which are much appreciated:- 

 
Dr. Jonathan Ball 
Steve Collins 
Alf Curle 
Martin Curle 
Jeremy Dobson 
Dr. Doug Kroon (also a life member)  
Duncan McFadyen cc E.Oppenheimer & son 
Ian Richardson 
Hermann Staude 
Renier Terblanche 
Steve Woodhall 
Prof. Mark Williams 

 
Any member can volunteer to become a sponsor member on an annual basis and 
make a contribution of R600. As the society does need all the financial support it 
can get it is hoped that more members will select to become sponsor members in 
the future. 
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